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‘Zero to Eagle’

U.S. Supreme
Court denies
Brett Jones appeal
By WILLIAM MOORE
Daily Journal
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Tupelo’s Grace Price is the first female Scout in the 12-county Yocona Area Council to earn the coveted rank of Eagle. The feat, which she
accomplished in just two years, required drive and dedication.

Tupelo teen becomes area’s first female Eagle Scout
By ADAM ARMOUR
Daily Journal
TUPELO • As a Scout, Grace Price
undoubtedly loves a good trail. So,
it probably makes sense that she’s
just blazed one.
When she receives her pin in
mid-May, the 18-year-old will be
the first female Eagle Scout in the
12-county Yocona Area Council,
which covers the entirety of Northeast Mississippi. It’s a designation
that practically guarantees she’ll
be an inspiration to young girls for
years to come.
Not that she hasn’t already grown
accustomed to a leadership role. To
earn her Eagle, she’s had to serve as
a Senior Patrol Leader throughout
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Naomi Wise and Grace Price enjoy a fire in the pit that price built as part of her Eagle Scout
requirement.
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Meadow Lake residents sue to
block addiction recovery center
By CALEB BEDILLION
and TAYLOR VANCE
Daily Journal
TUPELO • Candidates seeking
election to the Ward 6 City Council
seat have found themselves navigating controversy over litigation
involving a west Tupelo neighborhood’s objections to a sober living
home.
As he runs for re-election to his
seat, incumbent Mike Bryan has
tried to assure residents of the
Meadow Lake neighborhood who
oppose the sober living home that
he’s an ally.
The Daily Journal obtained a
letter Bryan distributed to at least
some residents of the area earlier
this year. In the letter, Bryan said
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TUPELO • In a 6-3 decision, the U.S. Supreme
Court has denied Brett Jones, convicted of killing
his Lee County grandfather when he was 15, a new
chance at freedom.
In their decision, Thursday, the
Supreme Court said the state of Mississippi was not required to find a
teen “permanently incorrigible” before sentencing them to life in prison
without the chance of parole.
The opinion, written by Associate
Justice Brett Kavanaugh, said a sepJONES
arate factual finding of permanent
incorrigibility was not necessary before sentencing a murderer under 18 to life without
parole. He added that this opinion did not change
two previous Supreme Court rulings that prevented states from sentencing youthful offenders to life
without parole.
“The resentencing in Jones’s case complied with
(those rulings) because the sentencer had discretion to impose a sentence less than life without
parole in light of Jones’s youth,” Kavanaugh wrote.
“The Court’s decision today should not be construed as agreement or disagreement with Jones’s
sentence.”
Justices John Roberts, Samuel Alito, Neil Gorsuch, and Amy Barrett joined the opinion. Justice
Clarence Thomas filed a separate concurring opinion in which he agreed with the result but said he
would have instead rejected outright a 2016 decision in favor of the juveniles.
Justice Sonia Sotomayor filed a dissenting opinion, joined by Justices Stephen Breyer and Elena

he has been in “constant contact”
with the city’s attorney regarding
the suit.
“I will continue to work closely
with our legal team to ensure the
homeowners of Meadowlake subdivision are protected as far as legally possible,” Bryan wrote in the
letter.
Bryan’s assurances came even as
he faced a field of challengers that
included Sherri McClain – a Meadow Lake resident and a party to the
lawsuit.
But McLain’s candidacy ended
on April 6 when she won only 11%
of the vote in a primary.
That puts Bryan in a runoff
against Janet Gaston – and Gaston
is far more removed from the legal controversy involving 1st Step
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Sober Living, which is now in the
hands of the courts.

Lawsuit involves neighborhood
covenants, federal housing law
In September 2020, residents of
a west Tupelo neighborhood located off Chesterville Road filed suit
in Lee County Chancery in a bid to
block the planned presence of 1st
Step Sober Living in the neighborhood.
Residents argue that an addiction recovery home would violate
the neighborhood’s restrictive
covenants. These covenants specify that structures in the neighborhood must be used for residential
TURN TO ADDICTION, 5A
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Gov. Reeves
signs parole
reform bill
By LUKE RAMSETH
Daily Journal Capitol
Correspondent
JACKSON • Gov. Tate
Reeves signed into law
Thursday significant parole reforms that could
make around 2,000 inmates newly eligible for
release, a year after rejecting a similar bipartisan bill from lawmakers.
The
Mississippi
Earned Parole Eligibility Act will take effect in
July, loosening several of
the state’s parole regulations, which are among
the strictest in the country. The laws have led to
a ballooning prison population over the years
with roughly two-thirds
of Mississippi’s 17,000
prisoners serving sentences that make them
ineligible for parole, according to the advocacy
group FWD.us.

» Visit djournal.com for more stories, photos and videos. Follow the Daily Journal

In vetoing last year’s
bill, Reeves said it went
too far and would
“threaten public safety”
by potentially releasing
violent inmates.
On Thursday, Reeves
wrote that he was also
conflicted about this
year’s version as he
weighed the need for a
“measured
approach
to 2nd chances” while
avoiding a “knee-jerk reaction” that could harm
public safety. He said
ultimately the tweaks
lawmakers made to this
year’s version were sufficient.
“This bill expands parole eligibility for some –
but it does not guarantee
it! And not all are eligible
– we were able to ensure 1st and 2nd degree
murderers can’t get it,”
Reeves wrote. “Non-vioTURN TO REEVES, 3A
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